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ABSTRACT
Investment begins with imagining that doing something new in the present will lead to a better future.
Investment can vary from incidental improvements as safe and beneficial side-effects of current activity
through to a more dedicated and riskier disinvestment in current methods of operation and reinvestment in
new processes and products. The role of government has an underlying continuity determined by its
constitution that authorises a parliament to legislate for peace, order and good government. ‘Good
government’ is usually interpreted as improving the living standards of its citizens. The requirements for
social order and social cohesion suggest that improvements should be shared fairly by all citizens through all
of their lives. Arguably, the need to maintain an individual’s metabolism has a social counterpart in the
‘collective metabolism’ of a sustainable and productive society.
The living standards that people enjoy result from work done by able-bodied citizens; and this work depends
in turn on knowing how to do things; having the human energy and motivation to engage in creative activity;
and the opportunity to access resources that allow useful work to be done. Arguably, some importance
attaches to understanding the kinds of resources actually needed in making infrastructure investment.
Distinctions can be drawn between physical, institutional and informational infrastructure that have some
bearing on whether markets can be successful in resource allocations. Some advantage occurs if ‘metabolic’
systems operate so well that they are simply taken for granted. More discerning observers may see that
existing information regimes are already structured if they are to exist at all. Structuring is inherent in the idea
of infrastructure and the artificial things that humans create by design or ‘on purpose’. Knowledge
differentials are noticeable in capacities for design; construction or implementation; operation and
maintenance. Arguably, all infrastructures depend for their efficiency and effectiveness on a deeper
substructure of human capital. Seemingly, matters related to the quality of this knowledge and how it is
passed to successive generations are often lost because they defy quantification in money terms.
Just as a steersman can steer a ship towards safe passage and away from danger; organisations and
governments can use a ‘collective competence’ of its citizens to steer the ship of state towards a safe
passage and away from danger. However, ‘possibility’ is not ‘inevitability’ and there is no reason to be
complacent or unduly pessimistic about future prospects. Learning needs to happen and work needs to be
done if people are to live. Perhaps it is possible ― although not inevitable ― that learning and working can
provide satisfaction and enjoyment among other things; and be seen as life-enhancing and important
contributors to human well being.
INVESTMENTS IN
HUMAN CAPITAL
Physical and Mental Health —
Health services; food and nutrition;
housing and shelter; sanitation; physical
security; and quality in physical, social
and economic environments
PUBLICLY-FUNDED INFORMATION RESOURCES
Written and recorded information
 Current government information  transitioning to public archives:
 Information resources held in public, academic and research libraries: and
 Public broadcasting archives
Informative things and places
 Official seals and signs of authority; official symbols, emblems and flags:
 Iconic signs on roads and public places; heritage sites, public monuments and
landscape; botanical and national parks: and
 Museums, art galleries, herbarium and zoological displays
Articulate Learning
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
Information and activities related to:
 Authority— in use of resources
 Planning - of future resource use
 Monitoring — of use and abuse of
authority; and the efficacy of prior
planning
OVERVIEW OF INFORMATION-INTENSIVE ACTIVITY
TO UNDERPIN GOVERNMENT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Suggesting particular commonalities of purpose and need for coherence in policies related to education,
innovation, and management of publicly-funded information resources.
OPPORTUNITY
Functions that
allocate resources
+HUMANENERGY ANDMOTIVATION
Functions that
sustain health
+HUMANKNOWLEDGE
Functions that
support learning
=SUSTAINABLEHUMANDEVELOPMENT
Learning through
experience
=
A PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AND GOOD GOVERNMENT
Recognising people as both the means and the ends of development
Education, training and information —
Pre-schooling, primary and secondary
schooling, technical and further education,
university graduate and post-graduate
studies, on-the-job learning, information
services and public broadcasting
Innovation —
Science and technology activities;
research and development activities; and
introduction of new products and
processes
Tacit Learning
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Meetings of the minds
MUTUAL UNDERSTANDINGS
MUTUAL AGREEMENTS
Mutual understandings + agreements +authority to act = potential for productionthrough collective action
Misunderstandings + disagreements will leadto ineffectiveness or inaction
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Identity, purpose & language
Identity – finding a name for a joint
venture
Purpose – finding commonality or
consistency & coherence in purpose
Meaning of terms – finding sufficient
commonality in language to allow
meaningful discourse
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Purposes and cross purposes
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PURPOSE BROAD MEANING
PEACE External orientation in diplomacy and defence
ORDER Internal orientation to establish a rule of lawand social cohesion
GOOD
GOVERNMENT
Generally, to improve standards of living for all
citizens through all of their lives
PEOPLE AT CROSS PURPOSES
Policy incoherence – people negating each other’s efforts – public
servant’s acting against the public interest
Giving with one hand and taking away with the other – problems in
wealth distribution
Exploitive situations – need for win-win and give and take ethos
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What’s in a naming?
Defining or describing?
Can we define a ‘spatial information infrastructure’? Icannot define an elephant but I know one when I seeone.
How can it be known what someone else has in mind? Isthere an elephant in the room?
Understanding or misunderstanding?
Create under-standings around descriptions of what isdeemed possible or pay the costs of misunderstandings,disagreements & collective inaction.
Wholes or parts?
‘If you try to take a cat apart to see how it works, the firstthing you have in your hands is a non-working cat’.
Infrastructure typology
PHYSICAL
Physical plant and machinery used in transforming
resources; and the physical means for
transportation, transmission and communication
of physical goods, energy and information
INSTITUTIONAL
Formal rules of government and informal rules of
non-government organisations that have an effect
on human behaviour and production outcomes.
INFORMATIONAL
The forms of media that embody artificial memory;
and the knowledge contained in living memory that
allows learning, decision making and action.
Information infrastructure can be considered in
terms of authority, planning and monitoring
regimes.
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Information infrastructure regimes
AUTHORITY PERSON - Natural and artificial persons – evidence
as in registration
RIGHTS AND DUTIES -
THINGS to own; FUNCTIONS to perform
PLANNING FORESIGHT – the imagined deemed possible
MONITORING HINDSIGHT - learning by doing; experience;
evidence-based policy
AUTHORITY PLANNING MONITORING
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Authority regime requirements
INFORMATION
STRUCTURE
SYSTEM TO PROVIDE
EVIDENCE
ONE OR MORE NATURAL
OR ARTIFICIAL
PERSONS
Systems of registration
or official notification
A BUNDLE OF RIGHTS
AND DUTIES
Acts, regulations and
other official notifications
SOMETHING TANGIBLE
OR INTANGIBLE
A system of technical
description
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FORMAL DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY BY PARLIAMENT
Pubic Enterprise
 Executive arm of government.
 Judicial arm of government.
 Statutory office holders and corporations.
Private
Enterprise
(Commercial and
not-for-profit
enterprise)
 Authority regimes to underpin institutions of
property, contract, torts and the operation of
markets.
 Authority for establishment, operation and
winding up of various forms of private enterprise
and rules for their incorporation.
 Authority for legally recognised standards,
professional and trade qualifications, and
mechanisms for consumer protection.
Authority and its delegation
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Resource management
RESOURCE CLASSIFICATIONS
PRIVATE
PROPERTY CLUBGOODS
COMMON
PROPERTY
PUBLIC
GOODS
RIVAL NON-RIVAL
EXCLUDABLE
NON-
EXCLUDABLE
Economics and the arrow of time
Investment involves imagining that a better future is
possible by starting something new now.
What happens if things do not turn out as expected?
How long is a ‘life cycle’ – was Euclid’s geometry a
good investment
Low cost –
low risk
Incidental by-products of current
activities – ingenuity
High cost –
high risk
Dedicated disinvestment in current
production and reinvestment in new
products and processes - innovation
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Planning regime requirements
THE IMAGINED DEEMED POSSIBLE
TECHNICAL Will it work – and what if it
has or hasn’t been tried
before?
ECONOMIC Can it be afforded?
SOCIO-
POLITICAL
Is it acceptable in political,
and legal terms and to
society?
INFORMATION
ENERGY
MATERIALS
RECIPE
FIRE
INGREDIENTS
Cookbook theory of production
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TECHNOLOGY - Knowing what to do
ENERGY & MOTIVATION – Capacity for action
OPPORTUNITY – Authority to act
Regulation and self-regulation
 If a system is on ‘auto-pilot’, what does the pilot do?
 Social controls may be desirable insofar as individuals
are unable or unwilling to exercise self-control.
 The value of technology depends on how it is used.
Regulation is also technology; & its value depends on
how people use and abuse regulatory systems and
processes.
 Regulation is infrastructure — part of a society’s
metabolism – needs to operate within limits of obesity
and anorexia.
 Abiding issues include how are regulators regulated;
how are police policed; how are teachers taught; and
can it be decided that someone is doing a good job.
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Life – a work in progress?
 Human life is human capital
 Learning is important to mental health and well
being
Working and exercise are important to physical
health
 Can learning and working provide satisfaction
and pleasure – can they give meaning and
purpose to life?
 Can leisure provide opportunities for learning
and exercise that contribute to human capital?
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Human capital and infrastructure
INFRASTRUCTURE TYPES
PHYSICAL INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATIONAL
KNOWLEDGE TYPES
DESIGN Based in sciences – physics, biology, agriculture,
engineering, psychology, economics and the like
CONSTRUCTION/
IMPLEMENTATION
Construction of tangible infrastructure.
Implementation of intangible infrastructure
OPERATION User friendly operation – assisted by automated
control features
MAINTENANCE Importance of timing if shut-down of operations is
necessary
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Knowing what questions to ask
People with different learning and
experience are likely to see things
differently
Questions get asked on the basis
of what people have learned to see
as important or risky
Be careful what you wish for
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Value-adding mythology
ADDITIVE
New in the mind of a receiver –
though not necessarily true to the
world
CORROBORATIVE
Tending to affirm what is already
known – often with time delays that
have important practical
consequences
CONFLICTING
Tending to conflict with prior learning
– with potential to devalue or revalue
existing knowledge
Risk and error management
Design of risk management strategies
Economists tend to see a trade off in losses due to riskavoidance compared to the cost of lost opportunity
Many risks become recognisable though a ‘collectivecompetence’ of expert observers – a case for opengovernment and open access to information
Design of error management strategies
Individual responsibility ― but individuals can besubjected to undue stress or boredom
Collective responsibility ―  responsibility within teamsfor team performance
Social responsibility ― design of laws related toresponsibility, accountability and liability
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Where does the buck stop?
Costs of bureaucratic misadventure reside with
those who are insufficiently organised to pass
them on to someone else
Large organisations have substantial
protections in limited liability, limitations on
legal actions and limits on damages under laws
of negligence
Uncertainty in theory or evidence allows the
manufacture of uncertainty & doubt to
complicate apportionment of blame
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Future - predicted or made?
Stimulus/response - one to one; one to
many; & many to one
Combinatorial explosion – few standard
parts with many possible combinations
Reactions to predictions – self fulfilling and
self-negating prophecies – vicious and
virtuous circles
Steering the ship; and steering the ship of
state.
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Monitoring regimes
Learning though experience, evidence-based policy
making - Usefulness depends on observing,
memorising, remembering and timely recall in
circumstances deemed relevant – who observes the
obsevers?
PLANNING Monitoring to test and predictions
and trends; refine scientific theories
and calibrate models of systemic
behaviours
MANAGEMENT Monitoring of performance and
financial management systems
Monitoring regime structuring
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REGULAR & FORMAL
Routine statistics, agency
performance indicators,
policing, annual reporting &
auditing
REGULAR & INFORMAL
Mass media outlets, news
letters & watching briefs by
NGOs
IRREGULAR & FORMAL
Commissions of inquiry,
official reviews, & court
proceedings
IRREGULAR & INFORMAL
Mass media articles & ad hoc
commentary by academic,
industry and not-for-profit
organisations
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Counting, measuring & accounting
Not everything that counts can be counted, and
not everything that can be counted counts.
Counting is the start of accounting; and relies on
writing, descriptive processes of arithmetic,
geometry, and reckoning of time and seasons.
Accounting methods are limited in evaluating
assets subject to speculative trading; knowledge
& intellectual property; environmental costs;
social costs; general problems of depreciation;
and returns on investment under conditions of
inflation and foreign exchange fluctuations.
General and measurement standards
GENERAL MEASUREMENT
Development
ISO et al
Development
IBPM
Implementation
SA et al
Implementation
National Measurement Act 1960
& NMI
Compliance
Joint Accreditation System – Australia New Zealand (JAS-ANZ) with mutual
recognition agreements (MRAs) operating internationally
National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) and some specialised
accreditation agencies
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Key accounting issues
Needs for differentiation:
Data - a subset of information
‘Knowledge’ and ‘living human memory’ exist
between the ears as components of human capital
‘Artificial memory’ exists mainly as coded media
Physical, institutional and informational infrastructures
are tangible and intangible investments
Stocks and memory capacity - flows and channel
capacity
Social determinants of health
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CLUSTERS FUNCTIONS WITH POSSIBLE +VE SIDE-EFFECTS
HEALTH Medical, dental, hospital, recreation, diseaseprevention
FOOD & NUTRITION Agriculture, food & packaging standards, quarantine& bio-security
HOUSING &
SHELTER
Owner-occupied & rental accommodation, thermo-
regulation in human habitat, access to supply of
clean air, water, food & employment
SANITATION Clean air & water, safe waste disposal
PHYSICAL
SECURITY
National defence, police protection, fire safety &
emergency services
PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT
Built environment, transportation & communication
infrastructures
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT
Employment, social security, workers’
compensation, governance infrastructure
Key messages
Know what you are talking about with
increasing precision to avoid mixed
messages
Align purpose clearly with sustainable human
development
Emphasise  ‘win-win’ potential in
collaborative efforts
Look for improvements and incidental by-
products of existing activity as a low risk and
potentially beneficial strategy
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